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Abstract

Linear-scaling algorithms must be developed in order to extend the domain of ap-

plicability of electronic structure theory to molecules of any desired size. However, the

increasing complexity of modern linear-scaling methods makes code development and

maintenance a significant challenge. A major contributor to this difficulty is the lack

of robust software abstractions for handling block-sparse tensor operations. We there-

fore report the development of a highly efficient symbolic block-sparse tensor library

in order to provide access to high-level software constructs to treat such problems.

Our implementation supports arbitrary multi-dimensional sparsity in all input and

output tensors. We avoid cumbersome machine-generated code by implementing all

functionality as a high-level symbolic C++ language library, and demonstrate that our
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implementation attains very high performance for linear-scaling sparse tensor contrac-

tions.

1 Introduction

Block-sparse tensors are central mathematical objects in electronic structure theory, the

quintessential example of which is the four-center, two-electron integral tensor. The sparsity

of the two-electron integral tensor and its blocked structure arise from the application of

common integral screening algorithms, the cornerstone of modern self-consistent field (SCF)

calculations.1,2 More expensive correlated electronic structure methods transform the two-

electron integrals into the molecular orbital basis, requiring additional approximations to

preserve sparsity in the computation.3–5 Such codes can become very cumbersome to develop

and maintain.

Consider, for example, a universally sparse transformation of the three-center atomic

orbital basis electron repulsion integrals, (µν|Q), into a localized occupied6,7 basis and vir-

tual molecular orbital8,9 basis (indices i and a below), a common step in local correlation

methods:8

(ia|Q) =
∑
µ∈{µ}i

∑
ν∈{ν}a

(µν|Q) cµicνa (1)

where Q is an auxiliary basis index, as used in the resolution of the identity (RI) approxi-

mation,10,11 and the AO integrals are explicitly given as:

(µν|Q) =

∫
dr1

∫
dr2ωµ (r1)ων (r1) r12

−1ωQ (r2) (2)

The restricted domain of the summations in Eq. 1 indicates that the transformations

are sparse. When one index determines the range of another index, as the chosen molecular

orbital index i controls which µ index entries are non-zero and thus must be traversed by
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the summation, we say that these two indices are coupled. Any number of indices may be

coupled together for varying physical reasons; for example, the µ, ν, i, and a indices from Eq.

1 are all coupled. The pairs (µ, i) and (ν, a) are coupled by the sparsity of the molecular

orbital coefficients, while the pair (µ, ν) is coupled by atomic orbital overlap sparsity.

When a code consists of a long series of such sparse operations, including many different

coupled sparse indices with varying types of sparsity, performing such simple refactoring

operations as changing the storage order of the indices in several of the contractions becomes

an extremely difficult task. While the RI approximation is applied in many contexts in order

to reduce the dimensionality of the integral tensors, the developer is still forced to work with

tensors containing at least three indices. The increasing sophistication of modern electronic

structure methods makes the development of software infrastructure to efficiently handle

these objects ever more necessary. While historically most electronic structure methods

have been laboriously implemented by manually composing loops and matrix operations,

interest in more suitable software paradigms has been steadily growing.

The early work of Windus and Pople12 is perhaps the first recognizably modern approach

to tensors in electronic structure software. In more recent times, the development of tensor

infrastructure has been dominated by the Tensor Contraction Engine (TCE) project.13 The

capabilities of the TCE span the entire process of tensor expression derivation, factorization,

and code generation.13,14 The TCE has been used to implement extremely complex electronic

structure methods, with a particular emphasis on high-order coupled cluster methods.13,15,16

In an alternate line of development, Epifanovsky et al. have developed the libtensor project,

a high-level symbolic C++ library to describe block tensor operations,17 , following an early

implementation of the C++ block-tensor library powering coupled-cluster methods in Q-

Chem since 1998. A similar library project with a greater emphasis on concurrency is the

Cyclops Tensor Framework of Solomonik et al.18 Indeed, libtensor was recently extended to

massively parallel architectures via fusion with Cyclops. Finally, the TiledArray project of

Valeev and Calvin is an actively developed high-level library.19
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Quantum chemistry has always had a pressing need for software tools to treat sparse ten-

sors, which appear in virtually all reduced-scaling implementations of electron-correlation

methods, and also in recently developed high-performance mean-field methods.20,21 The

TCE was designed to exploit sparsity arising from spatial, spin, and index-permutational

symmetries.13 These TCE features have been employed to design sophisticated treatments

of quantum chemical problems that make effective use of these types of sparsity.22 Other

early efforts to provide rapid software prototyping capabilities for certain classes of sparse

problems23,24 came from Parkhill and Head-Gordon.25 This was followed later by a different

formulation from Kats and Manby.26 Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the area

of sparse tensor tools. Pinski et al. have formalized the nomenclature and provided an

implementation of several commonly used sparse operations.27 Lewis et al. have described

a block-sparse tensor library that also derives cost savings from exploitation of rank spar-

sity within individual blocks.28 Finally, Solomonik et al. have extended the Cyclops Tensor

Framework to handle a degree of sparsity, and demonstrated this capability in the case of

massively parallel contraction of a sparse tensor with a dense tensor.29

In this work, we shall describe our block-sparse tensor library, an extension of the libtensor

project.17 We shall provide the first detailed description of an implementation capable of

handling fully-general multi-dimensional sparsity in tensor contractions. Our library has

the unique ability to represent universally sparse contractions, in which the output and all

input tensors have uniquely defined sparse structures. This capability is provided with the

added benefit of a high-level, symbolic C++ implementation. We shall present concrete

numerical evidence that the ability to handle multi-dimensional sparsity provides significant

cost reductions relative to utilizing only pair-wise sparsity, and that the low-overhead of our

implementation allows very high floating-point performance to be obtained. In addition, we

will discuss the algorithms by which our library resolves an inline symbolic tensor expression

into nested loops that perform the minimal number of arithmetic operations in a black-box,

fully automated fashion.
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2 Theory

2.1 Sparsity in Electron Structure Theory

Sparsity occurs in many different forms in various mathematical contexts across the field of

electronic structure theory. The simplest, “lowest common denominator” form of sparsity

is element-wise sparsity, tensor sparsity that occurs without any additional structure or

pattern. Element-wise sparsity is tracked using data structures that record significant tensor

elements on an individual basis, such as the compressed-sparse-row30 storage formats. While

exploiting such sparsity reduces the operation count of electronic structure computations, it

is advantageous to take advantage of higher-level sparse structure when possible.31,32

Many of the most crucial tensors in electronic structure theory exhibit block sparsity, in

which the significant tensor elements are clustered together in blocks of varying size and

dimensionality. Perhaps the most famous manifestation of block sparsity in the context of

electronic structure theory is found in the two-electron integral tensor. The two-electron

integrals have a natural block-sparse structure that arises from the shell structure of widely-

used Gaussian basis sets. The molecular orbital coefficient matrices in localized orbital basis

sets also exhibit block-sparse structure due to the use of atom-centered functions in the

atomic orbital basis. After the application of appropriate numerical thresholds to define

the block-sparse structure of such root tensors, the sparse structure of subsequent tensors

may be derived using methods that we shall discuss. We summarize by noting that due

to the common occurrence of “atom-centered function groups that decay with distance,”

block-sparse tensors of varying forms are ubiquitous in electronic structure theory.

Electronic structure tensors often also contain higher-level “structured sparsity”, which

can arise for very different reasons than the decay-with-distance phenomena described above.

Point group and spin symmetries give rise to significant sparsity in many electronic structure

algorithms, and general purpose libraries have been devised to exploit these properties in a

wide class of computations.17 While the focus of this work is on the exploitation of small-
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block sparsity such as that found in the two-electron integral tensor, the algorithms discussed

herein can also be used to treat more structured sparsity through appropriate block definition.

2.2 Block-Sparse Tensor Storage Format

Unfortunately, implementation of block-sparse tensor contractions has historically required

time-consuming and error-prone manual coding of each individual contraction. However,

several recent high-level library projects have utilized block sparsity in some form,26,28 and

our work continues in this vein. In order to obtain high floating point efficiency through the

use of existing highly optimized matrix multiply routines, our library stores tensors using

the well-established “block-major order.”12,17,26,28

In order to give a clear definition of “block-major order,” we wish to clarify several

terms. Throughout this document, we will use the terms “index” and “subspace” somewhat

interchangeably. In general, a subspace of a tensor is a one dimensional object with a certain

dimension (size) and with a particular blocking pattern. An index is a label applied to the

elements of a subspace, and indices are grouped inside parentheses to indicate that the

subspaces that they label are coupled by sparsity in some way. To illustrate our usage of

these terms, we would say that the tensor I(µν)Q is composed of three subspaces, and that

the indices µ and ν are coupled to form a sparse index group. An index group is either a

single dense index or any set of indices coupled by sparsity to one another. We will only drop

the parentheses convention for sparse index groups in the case of tensors with superscripted

indices.

We now define block-major order as follows. First, the subspaces of the tensor are

subdivided into blocks; for example, in our implementation of the PARI-K algorithm,21

indices corresponding to atomic-orbitals are subdivided by shell (a set of Gaussians with

the same center and contraction scheme), those corresponding to auxiliary basis indices

are subdivided by atom, and occupied molecular-orbital basis indices are not subdivided

at all and referenced as a single block. A given block of the tensor is specified by a tuple
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of block indices, hereafter referred to as an “index tuple.” Elements of the tensor whose

absolute indices fall within the bounds of a given index tuple are stored contiguously in

memory. Only non-zero blocks are stored. By convention, the distance between tensor

elements corresponding to consecutive block index values of a given subspace decreases with

increasing subspace index (this is analogous to “row-major” order for matrices). An example

of a tensor stored in this format is shown in Fig. 1.

10 2

10 5 5

0 1

15 5

Tensor:  (νσ|Q)

ν,σ Subspace Division

Q Subspace Division

Increasing

Memory

Address

(0,1,0)

(1,1,1)

(2,0,1)

BlockIndices

Figure 1: An example of the block-major sparse tensor storage format used in our library.
The example is a third rank tensor of AO integrals (i.e. like Eq. 2) with formal dimensions
of (20,20,20). As shown on the left, the ranges of the first two indexes (ν and σ) are divided
into 3 blocks (of size 10, 5, and 5 respectively), while the third index (Q) is divided into
2 blocks of size 15 and 5. In this fictional tensor whose 8000 elements are divided into 18
blocks, only the three index tuples (0,1,0),(1,1,1), and (2,0,1) correspond to non-zero blocks.
The sizes of the three 3 non-zero blocks are illustrated on the right, and they are stored
consecutively in memory.

It is somewhat more cumbersome to compute offsets into block-major tensors than typical

“row-major” or “column-major” arrays, and this difficulty is compounded when said tensors

are sparse. We detail our offset-computation algorithm fully in Supporing Information, but

here note only that there are many different efficient approaches through which one can

compute the offsets of blocks in sparse tensors, including simply lookup of index tuples using

a hash table. Given this fact, in the algorithms described in the following sections, we simply
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refer generically to the process of “computing block offsets.”

2.3 Tensor Sparsity

Historically, the exploitation of sparsity in electronic structure has focused on pair-wise sparse

couplings between indices - for example, the overlap sparsity between two atomic orbital

indices µλ in the two-electron integrals,33 or the locality of the expansion coefficients c(µi) of

local molecular orbitals.34 Pinski et al.27 and Riplinger et al.35 have discussed methods for

tracking the sparsity relationships between two indices, using a “sparse map” data structure

which they describe as two nested lists.35 While the infrastructure they propose is powerful,

its pair-wise nature leads to certain inevitable limitations. For example, in order to formulate

a local RI expansion using coefficients CiµQ of the localized occupied-virtual pair iµ, Pinski

et al. use a pair-wise sparse map between i and the auxiliary basis index Q. However, it

would be more natural in this context to map the iµ pair itself to a unique local subset of

auxiliary basis functions.

We shall discuss why it is necessary in many contexts to utilize a higher-dimensional

description, which we shall refer to as “tensor sparsity,” in order to capture the full measure

of sparsity in many of the tensors appearing in electronic structure. As a strong example, we

consider the fit coefficients, C(µλQ) arising in the pair resolution of the identity approximation

(PARI),20 in which a product of Gaussians, |µAλB) is approximately represented by a fit,
∼
|µAλB), which is an expansion in terms of the union of the sets of auxiliary basis functions

centered on the respective atoms, A and B, of the two functions:

∼
|µAλB) =

A∪B∑
Q

C(µλQ)|Q) (3)

Clearly, the sparse structure of this tensor cannot be described simply by pair-wise maps;

the range of the Q index depends upon both other indices. One might expect that issues of

this nature could be handled within the existing pair-wise frameworks by relabeling the pair
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of indices (µν) as a single “combined pair index.” However, this does not yield convenient

data structures for use in tensor operations in which only one index from the specified index

pair couples to the sparsity present in a different tensor. We may readily obtain an example

of such a problem by considering the transformation of one index of the PARI fit coefficients

into a basis of localized molecular orbitals with the MO coefficients c(λj):

D(µjQ) =
∑
λ

C(µλQ)c(λj) (4)

For this and many other problems, we propose the use of a sparse tree data structure,

an example of which is shown in Fig. 2. In this data structure, each non-zero index tuple

corresponds to a specific lowest-level node of the tree. The individual block index values for

the different indices are nested at each appropriate level; thus the index tuples (0, 3, 6) and

(0, 4, 2) nest under the common node corresponding to block index 0 of the first subspace.

Each significant value of a given subspace index corresponds to a separate subtree. Thus,

the entire list of index tuples may be generated by depth-first traversal of the tree, where at

each traversal step the path from the root to the leaf node is the current index tuple. The

“list of lists” utilized by Pinski et al.27 and Riplinger et al.35 may be regarded as a two-

dimensional special case of this data structure in some sense. However, we have found that

in order to obtain high performance it is necessary to minimize the number of independent

memory allocations involved in the construction of a sparse tree. As such, while we find

that conceptualizing our data structure as a tree and referring to it as such yields a better

understanding of its fundamental operations, the actual implementation stores the tree as a

single contiguous allocation of block index tuples, as shown in Fig. 2.

In a subsequent section, we shall define a set of (nearly) linear-scaling operations on

these sparse tree data structures. Using these operational definitions, we shall then prove

that no combination of pair-wise sparse maps can recover the full sparsity present in a tensor

description; only the tensor description can minimize the number of arithmetic operations
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in a sparse problem. We shall provide numerical examples of the size of the cost reduction

for practical calculations in our Results section.

Conceptual Structure

(0,3,6)
(0,3,7)
(0,4,2)
(0,4,8)
(1,1,3)
(1,3,6)
(1,3,8)

0

3

4

6

7
2

8

1

1

3

3

6

8

In-Memory Representation

Figure 2: The conceptual representation of our sparse tree data structure for the blocks that
contain nonzero elements, and its literal multi-dimensional representation, for an example of
a third-rank tensor.

2.4 Sparse operations on tree data structures

We now specify a standardized set of operations that may be performed on these sparse

tree data structures. The first operation we wish to discuss is “permutation”, in which

we permute the order of the levels in the tree. This may be trivially implemented with

O(N logN) scaling by swapping the corresponding entries in each index tuple, followed by

re-sorting the index tuples into lexicographic order using standard sorting algorithms. The

“inversion” operation of Pinski et al., in which the order of the subspace indices in a pair-

wise map is reversed, may be regarded as a special case of tree permutation. An example

of the permutation operation is shown in Fig. 3. This operation is used in many situations,

particularly to bring all sparsity information in a tensor contraction into agreement with a

common loop ordering.
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0
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1
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Permute Subspaces 2 and 3

0
6

8

2

1

3

8

1

6

4

3

3

3

4

7

3

3

Figure 3: Permutation of indices 1 and 2 (i.e. second and third columns) of a sparse tree.

The second operation that we shall discuss is “fusion”, in which the sparsity of two tensors

may be combined to yield a higher-dimensional object. The following example illustrates

the utility of this operation. Consider a standard sparse matrix product:

C(ij) =
∑
k

A(ik)B(kj) (5)

All indices in the above equation refer to blocks rather than elements, and the parentheses

are used to denote non-zero blocks. What is the range of the k index in the inner loop of

the contraction in Eq. 5? Clearly, it depends upon the particular iteration of the outer loops

over the i and j indices. We may obtain the appropriate set of k index values for a given

set of outer indices by fusing the trees describing A and B, meaning that we join the lowest

level of tree A to the highest level of tree B, as shown in Fig. 4.

This fusion operation bears a resemblance to the “chaining” operation of Pinski et al.,

in which two pair-wise sparse maps with a common index are used to generate a pair-wise

map between their un-shared indices. However, our fusion operation preserves the full multi-

dimensional character of all input sparsity, yielding a higher-dimensional tree reflecting the

new combined coupling. The space of loop iterations traversed in Eq. (5) corresponds to the

elements of the resulting fused tree, and the set of k index blocks touched for given values
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Fusion

3
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Figure 4: Fusion of two lower-dimensional sparse trees which share a common index to form a
higher-dimensional tree. In this example, two two-dimensional tensors with a common index
type (lowest level of tree A; highest level of tree B) are fused to make a three-dimensional
sparse tensor. One application of the fusion operation can be seen from Eq (5): the fused
3-d tensor represents non-zero block contributions to the sparse matrix multiply.

of the outer loop indices is given by the appropriate set of leaf nodes.

The fusion operation is extended to multiple indices in the following manner: suppose

that we wish to fuse two trees, containing m and n indices, respectively, along k shared

indices. First, the right-hand side tree is permuted such that the k fused indices occupy the

first k positions, while retaining the relative order of the un-fused indices. The process of

fusion is then repeated as in Fig. 4, with arrows drawn matching left-hand side tree entries

with the right-hand side tree entries whose first k indices match. This results in a new tree

of order n+m− k.

Finally, we wish to discuss the “reduction” operation. Reduction involves the removal

of a given subspace from a tree, yielding a lower dimensional tree. It is implemented in a

near-linear scaling fashion in several stages. First, the appropriate entry is deleted from each

index tuple. The index tuples are then re-sorted, and the duplicate entries which may have

been introduced are removed. An example of the reduction operation is given in Fig. 5.

These three tree structure operations together provide an approach for implementing

sparse tensor contraction in a general way. Referring back to Eq. (5) as a simple example,
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Figure 5: Reduction over the second subspace of a rank-3 tree to form a two-dimensional
tree.

one first performs appropriate permutations of A and B, followed by the fusion of their trees

to implicitly define (though not explicitly form) a third rank tensor, F(ikj) = A(ik) ∗ B(kj).

Non-zero blocks of the fused tensor implicitly contain element-wise multiplications between

the non-zero blocks of A and B, although we form only the tree describing the sparsity of

this tensor rather than the elements themselves. Finally reduction over k blocks defines the

block structure of the output product, C(ij) = Trk
[
F(ikj)

]
. While reduction is formally a

partial trace (i.e. summation), in practice this recombined with the delayed element-wise

multiplications associated with fusion and implemented as matrix multiplication.

2.5 Emergent Sparsity

We now wish to highlight an interesting special case of the exploitation of sparsity in the

context of electronic structure theory, though it surely arises in other contexts also. If a

given tensor (Tensor 1) is contracted with another tensor (Tensor 2) sharing two or more of

its indices, it is clear that we should utilize the sparse coupling between those shared indices,

as present in Tensor 2, not only in the latter contraction but also “pre-emptively” in the

formation of Tensor 1. By doing so, only a small part of Tensor 1 must be constructed,

resulting in great computational savings. If we do not, we would be forming elements of
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Tensor 1 which, while they could be numerically significant, would be multiplied by zero

values when they were actually utilized in the subsequent contraction. It is thus often ad-

vantageous when possible to impose a sparse structure on the output of a tensor contraction

(in this example, Tensor 1) that is somewhat independent of the sparse structure of its input

tensors.

The above discussion is perhaps a bit abstract, so we shall now provide a real-world

example. In a separate publication, we discuss the concurrent use of the occ-RI-K36 and

PARI-K21 approximations in the context of SCF for molecular interactions (SCF-MI).37 The

SCF-MI method is defined by the construction of a minimum-energy Slater determinant from

absolutely localized molecular orbitals (ALMOs).37 Each ALMO is expanded only in terms

of the atomic orbitals residing on its respective molecular fragment; this results in a block-

diagonal MO coefficient matrix, and gives many of the tensors in the method additional

block sparse structure.

The mixed representation of the Hartree-Fock exchange matrix consisting of occupied

orbitals (index i) and atomic orbitals (index ν) needed for the occ-RI-K method using non-

orthogonal ALMOs is:

Kiν =
∑
j

(•
i
j
•|νj

)
(6)

We have used the standard superscript notation to indicate that the first occurrence of the j

index is contravariant.38 Our new method utilizes the Dunlap robust fit functional to remove

the first order fitting errors associated with the PARI-K approximation:39

(µλ|νσ) ≈
∼
(µλ| νσ) + (µλ

∼
|νσ)−
∼
(µλ
∼
|νσ) (7)

In the context of evaluating the exchange matrix, the expression corresponding to the
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third term in the Dunlap functional is therefore:

(∼•
i
j
• |
∼
νj
)

=
∑
P

(D′′)
•j
i•P
(
P |Q

)
D(νjQ) (8)

In this expression, (D′′)•ji•P corresponds to the fully MO transformed fit coefficients (with

one of the MO indices contravariant due to the non-orthogonality of the absolutely localized

molecular orbitals),37 while D(νjQ) corresponds to the half-transformed fit coefficients. The

combined expression is evaluated in two steps. In the first step, the fully MO transformed

RI fit coefficients are contracted with the (non-sparse) auxiliary basis Coulomb integrals:

E•ji•Q =
∑
P

(D′′)
•j
i•P (P |Q) (9)

This intermediate is Tensor 1 in the context of the earlier abstract discussion. Even if (D′′)•ji•P

has only a linear number of non-zero elements, because (P |Q) is non-sparse, the product has

a quadratic number of significant elements (i.e index Q is uncoupled from i and j).

In the second step, the resulting tensor, E•ji•Q, is contracted with the half-transformed fit

coefficients (playing the role of Tensor 2) and used to decrement the economized exchange

matrix in a contraction that has emergent sparsity:

Kiν −=
∑
jQ

E•ji•QD(νjQ) (10)

The emergent sparsity comes from the fact that the summed index pair jQ is sparse in D(νjQ)

(Tensor 2), even though it is dense in E•ji•Q. Thus in the contraction, for every j value, only

a constant number of Q blocks will be significant. We therefore impose this sparse coupling

between j and Q on E•ji•Q, rendering the first contraction linear-scaling to form just the

required blocks.

Due to cases such as this, it desirable that any sparse tensor framework allow the imposi-

tion of arbitrary sparse structure on the output of any tensor contraction. Local correlation
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models represent a related example where sparsity is imposed based on a model that is far

more drastic than would be obtained based on strict numerical thresholding.

2.6 Tensor Sparsity vs. Pair-Wise Sparsity

Utilizing multi-dimensional sparsity brings additional code complexity if not handled ap-

propriately. We therefore wish to provide definitive proof that exploiting sparsity in the

full multi-dimensional form can reduce the operation count beyond what is possible through

consideration of pair-wise sparsity alone, and at worst will recover the performance of the

pair-wise implementation. Once again, we consider as an example the local density fitting

expansion for the atomic orbital product µν. The most economical expansion naturally takes

the form of some set of auxiliary functions Q centered near the µν product. However, to avoid

the additional complexity of dealing with high-dimensional sparsity, many local fitting codes

such as the ARI-K algorithm of Sodt and Head-Gordon40 simply associate the fit domain of

Q values with a single AO index, either µ or ν. The most economical pair-wise approximate

description of the multi-dimensional sparsity inherent in our RI coefficient tensor is obtained

by reduction of the appropriate excluded tree index using the definition of the reduction

operation from the previous section. For example, to obtain the (µ,Q) pair-wise map, we

may reduce over the ν index of the (µ, ν,Q) tree. The use of any pair-wise map that does

not contain all elements resulting from this reduction operation amounts to making further

physical approximations with respect to the multi-dimensional case - approximations that

may or may not be justified.

We consider now the problem of looping over the significant elements of the fit coefficient

tensor C(µνQ) corresponding to the sparse tree shown in Fig. 6. While in this simplified

example the simplest solution would be to loop over the tensor elements in order without

consideration of sparsity at all, this is clearly not possible if another tensor must be accessed

concurrently as, for example, in the case of contraction with another tensor Tνj. If we are

restricted to using pair-wise maps within our nested loops, then the minimum-operation
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solution that retains the same physical content as the multi-dimensional loop is to run one

outer loop over its full index range and restrict every inner loop by the applicable pair-wise

sparse map(s) obtained by reduction over the appropriate subspace(s) of the full multi-

dimensional tree. We may recover the space of iterations performed by such nested pair-wise

loops using our previously defined tree fusion operation. For example, given the loop nesting

order µ, ν,Q, we first reduce each subspace of our tree individually to obtain the pair-wise

maps (µ, ν), (µ,Q), and (ν,Q). Then we fuse the (µ, ν) and (ν,Q) trees to produce a new tree

suitable for looping over all three indices. We then prune the resulting tree by performing

two-index fusion between it and our (µ,Q) tree. In this case, the two-index fusion amounts

to an “intersection” between the two trees, in the same sense as defined by Pinski et al.

The resulting tree, the final tree in Fig. 6, represents the full space of iterations that would

be performed by a set of nested loops over the pair-wise sparse maps. We have highlighted

the red element to indicate an increase in the number of operations relative to the multi-

dimensional case that we have started with. We further note that any fused tree composed

from pair-wise maps that corresponds to a set of nested loops over all indices in the tensor

must contain all entries from the original multi-dimensional tree. The combination of these

two facts proves that the cost of the pair-wise implementation is an upper bound to the cost

of the multi-dimensional implementation. We shall give concrete numerical examples of the

cost savings associated with exploitation of multi-dimensionality in the Results section of

this work.

2.7 Automatic Loop Generation: A Fully Symbolic Library

In the interest of providing easily extensible, maintainable implementations of electronic

structure methods, we wish to provide a library that does not require the explicit coding of

any loops over indices or cumbersome machine generated code. The libtensor17 library has

provided such functionality for some time for dense tensors; in the present work, we have

extended this library to treat block-sparse tensors. Our library utilizes C++ operator over-
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Figure 6: Example of advantage of multi-dimensional sparsity relative to pair-wise sparsity.
The red element is erroneously traversed in nested loops over the combined pair-wise sparsity,
but not over the multi-dimensional original.
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loading to enable parsing of in-code symbolic sparse tensor expressions, allowing problems

such as a fully sparse integral transformation to be converted into a single line of C++ code

as shown in Fig. 7.

Symbolic Expression:

(νk|Q) =
∑
σ

(νσ|Q) cσk

C++ Code:

H(nu|Q|k) = contract(sigma,I(nu|sigma|Q),C mo(sigma|k));

Figure 7: Conversion of symbolic tensor contraction expression to C++ code, as deployed
in our development version of Q-Chem.

Our algorithm begins by choosing a loop order that traverses all indices in the problem.

The problem of optimally ordering sparse nested loops is very complex. In the interest of

simplicity of the initial implementation, we only make one potential rearrangement to the

index order given in the contraction expression; namely, we decide whether or not the loops

over contracted or uncontracted indices should be the outer loops. We make a crude estimate

of the performance tradeoff between these two choices by the comparing the product of the

contracted dimensions with the uncontracted dimensions. This will favor reuse of input

tensor elements in cases in which many indices are contracted, meaning that the output

tensor is much lower order than the input tensors. This procedure is neither sophisticated

nor optimal, and a more advanced treatment is desirable. However, we find that we are able

to obtain good performance with the present implementation.

Our automatic loop generation code must handle an arbitrary number of indices across

both sparse and dense tensors. In order to generate a canonical set of loops over all indices,

we must first fuse all coupled sparse trees in the input and output tensors. The algorithm

performing this process is summarized in Fig. 8. A given loop will traverse either a single

sparse tree produced by the above loop fusion step (and therefore possibly traverse many

indices at once) or traverse a single index that is dense in its occurrences in all tensors
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in the expression. While one could represent dense tensors as sparse trees with all block

combinations included, this would introduce undesirable overhead.

Having obtained a canonical set of sparse trees, we prepare our nested loops to be run

in two phases. First, we merge loops over indices that are coupled as members of the same

sparse tree (note that they need not all be members of the same tensor) into a “loop group.”

Universally dense indices each constitute a loop group unto themselves. Once the loop groups

have been formed, we match each loop group to the list of all (tensor, index group) pairs

that it touches. Finally, we generate the list of offsets into each (tensor,index group) pair

for every iteration of the loop group. The loop grouping process is summarized in Fig. 9. It

should be noted that our design does not allow interspersing loops over dense indices between

loops over coupled sparse indices. This is an undesirable limitation of our library, and one

which we are currently working to correct.

Finally, we proceed to execute the nested loops themselves. Our implementation uses

a recursive algorithm in which each loop group corresponds to a unique recursion level.

Our loop list execution routine takes a [block kernel] parameter, allowing the same loop

traversal algorithm to implement many different block-level operations such as permutation

and contraction. The algorithm by which we traverse all tensors and perform the requested

operations in terms of individual block operations is summarized in Fig. 10.

Initialize [tree list], list of all sparse trees in all tensors.

Permute all trees in [tree list] to match index loop ordering.

Loop over indices i:

Form [trees for loop], list of [tree list] entries touched by i loop

Loop over tree in [trees for loop]:

Fuse tree to [tree list] entry indexed by [trees for loop] first element

Remove tree from [tree list]

Figure 8: Algorithm for performing fusion of sparsity across all tensors to form canonical set
of trees.

An unfortunate side-affect of this implementation is that the trees representing coupled

sparsity across multiple tensors are held explicitly in memory and looped over. These trees
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Loop over indices i:

If i belongs to a tree in [tree list]:

Add i loop to loop group for tree

Else:

Create new loop group for dense index i

Add all (tensor,index group) pairs including i to loop group

Loop over loop groups g:

Loop over index tuples entries of g:

Loop over (tensor,index group) pairs touched by g:

Set appropriate entries in offset arrays

Figure 9: Algorithm for grouping loops over indices by sparse coupling.

Loop over offset list entries for current loop group:

Loop over (tensor,index group) pairs touched by loop group:

Scale [outer size] and set [offset] for (tensor,index group)

If inner loop in loop group:

Compute block offsets

Call [block kernel] on block pointers

Else:

Recurse down to next loop group

Figure 10: Nested loop execution algorithm for general sparse tensors.
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can become very large due to their high dimensionality, in some cases comparable in size

to some of the input tensors themselves. We have nonetheless successfully run jobs with

over 10000 basis functions in augmented basis sets on nodes with 256-512GB of RAM,

demonstrating that our implementation may be used in practical calculations. Work on an

alternate formulation of the fusion steps that avoids this relatively high memory usage is in

progress.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Multi-dimensional Sparsity: Numerical Performance

We shall now provide numerical examples of the advantages of utilizing the full multidimen-

sional index coupling present in higher-order tensors. We examine a series of globular water

clusters, an example of which is shown in Fig. 11. For each of these clusters, we compute the

half-transformed PARI fit coefficient tensor D(µjQ) given in Eq. 4. We then zero all blocks

of D(µjQ) in which no element of a given block exceeds a threshold of 10−6 (based on the

second order errors of the Dunlap robust fit21 we may use such a loose threshold to screen

RI fit coefficients).

We now compare the operation count of a set of loops traversing the significant blocks

of D(µjQ) using the full three-dimensional tree, versus the operation count yielded by using

nested pair-wise sparse maps. As discussed in the Theory section, the nested loops over

pair-wise sparse maps traverse a set of index tuples corresponding to the entries of a sparse

tree created by a two step process; first, we generate three different two-dimensional sparse

trees by reducing the full D(µjQ) tree over all three different indices. These trees formed

by reducing over indices 0,1, and 2 are labeled (jQ),(µQ), and (µj), respectively. We then

fuse these trees together in sequence over the appropriate shared indices to recreate a new

“pair-wise” tree. As the numerical results in Table 1 demonstrate, the result is that we lose

a very large factor of sparsity. Maintaining a fully multi-dimensional description of tensor
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sparsity is therefore necessary in order to keep arithmetic operations to a minimum.

Figure 11: A 46-molecule water cluster used in our performance benchmarks.

Table 1: Percentage of non-zero elements in the half-transformed PARI fit coefficients D(µjQ)

defined in Eq. 4, illustrated in terms of different sparse trees. Percentages are based on block
tuples, not on elements. The discrepancy between the first column and the “pair-wise”
column is the sparsity lost by utilizing only a pair-wise representation. The aug-cc-pVTZ41

basis set was used in conjunction with the cc-pVTZ-JK RI fitting basis set,42 and the half-
transformed coefficients were screened with a threshold of 10−6.

System D(µjQ) % dense (µj) % dense (jQ) % dense (µQ) % dense pair-wise % dense

Water 46 1.0 68 96 34 28
Water 71 0.6 55 88 28 19
Water 127 0.3 41 71 20 10

3.2 Tensor Contraction Performance

We have already employed the sparse tensor library in this work in the context of im-

plementing two high-performance applications,21,36 interfacing with the Q-Chem electronic

structure program,43 and are in the process of reporting further applications in a separate

publication. In order to highlight the generality of our library, we consider examples of

three types of contractions: [sparse] = [sparse] ∗ [sparse], [sparse] = [sparse] ∗ [dense], and

[dense] = [sparse] ∗ [sparse] Our chosen examples of these contraction types are chosen from

the proceeding SCF-MI equations, and are summarized in Eqs. 11-13 in the order specified

above.
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D(µjQ) =
∑
λ

C(µλQ)c(λj) (11)

E•ji•Q =
∑
P

(D′′)
•j
i•P (P |Q) (12)

Kiν −=
∑
jQ

E•ji•QD(νjQ) (13)

As a further illustration of the benefits yielded by the abstract symbolic nature of our

library, our implementation uses only the following literal C++ code to implement these

three contractions with full exploitation of sparsity:

D full(mu|Q|k) = contract(lambda,C perm(mu|Q|lambda),C mo(lambda|k));

E(i|j|Q) = contract(R,Dpp truncated full(i|R|j),V(Q|R));

L3(i|nu) = contract(j|Q,E(i|j|Q),D truncated full perm(nu|j|Q));

As a test system for benchmarking these tensor contractions, we have chosen linear

stacked benzene ring structures such as that shown in Fig. 13. The spacing between consec-

utive benzene rings is 3.8 Å. We avoid the traditional linear benchmarks such as alkanes in

this case because ALMOs are traditionally defined only for non-bonded fragments. For stack

lengths of ten, twenty, and thirty rings, we time the first SCF iteration starting from a guess

ALMO coefficient matrix consisting of the block-diagonal combination of the monomer MO

coefficient matrices. Our timing results are shown in Fig. 12. The floating point performance

of each contraction for the largest stack was measured as 1.3 GFLOPS, 4.3 GFLOPS, and

2.0 GFLOPS, respectively. These rates correspond respectively to 25%, 80%, and 38% and

of single-core peak floating point performance (5.4 GFLOPS, as gauged by the performance

of a 10000x10000 dense matrix multiplication using the Intel MKL library) for the single
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AMD Opteron 6376 processor on which these calculations were run. Thus, our tensor li-

brary captures the linear scaling behavior inherent in the sparse nature of these structures,

and does so while retaining high floating point performance. This leaves the SCF-MI calcu-

lations dominated by the three-center AO integral calculation, the optimization of which we

shall discuss in future work.
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Figure 12: Timings for all three contractions from Eqs. 11-13. Benzene stack calculations
used the aug-cc-pVTZ41 basis set with an integral threshold of 10−10. Reported times are
for the first SCF iteration.

Figure 13: Stacked benzene molecules used to benchmark linear-scaling conractions

The library implementation presented in this work is not yet parallel. We believe the

most natural approach to implementing shared-memory parallelism for the operations that

we have described is to choose an index of the output tensor and divide its significant blocks

among multiple processors. All of the loop generation and execution operations may then be

performed as before, with each processor using a set of sparse trees that have been “pruned”

so that the divided index falls within the appropriate range specified for that processor. Such

parallelization should suffice for calculations of moderate size; extension to parallelization

over more indices is technically more difficult but certainly possible.
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4 Conclusions

We have described a highly abstract, high performance implementation of common block-

sparse tensor operations. Subject to definition of appropriate block structures, our imple-

mentation is capable of utilizing truly arbitrary sparsity to reduce operation count without

sacrificing floating-point performance. We have demonstrated the capabilities of this library

in the context of a high-performance SCF-MI code fully described in a separate publication.

The source code for our block-sparse library is available on GitHub as part of the libtensor

project at URL https://github.com/epifanovsky/libtensor. Work on adding greater concur-

rency support to the library is also in progress. We hope that the capabilities of our library

can aid in the development of more complex electronic structure methods that either exploit

locality or impose local models.
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